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Fundamental Principles of an Anti-VEGF Treatment Regimen
Background

Viewpoint

Intravitreal anti-VEGF therapy is now

Four principles were identified that are fundamental to any treatment

considered the standard of care in the

regimen for anti-VEGF management of retinal diseases:

treatment of various retinal disorders.
As therapy has evolved, so too have
the treatment regimens employed by
physicians in clinical practice; visual
outcomes observed in the real world,

1. Maximize and maintain visual acuity (VA) benefits for all patients1–7
•

not just those who respond well to therapy
•

are several possible reasons for this,

Early initiation of therapy and a sufficient frequency of injections
are both essential for maximizing and maintaining gains in visual acuity

however, have typically not reflected
those reported in clinical trials. There

This should be the aim of anti-VEGF treatment for all patients,

2. Decide when to treat next, rather than whether to treat now 5,8–10
•

Success of anti-VEGF treatment depends not only on the

including a lack of consensus on how

treatment of active disease but also on the prevention of disease

best to administer anti-VEGF therapy

recurrence and/or worsening

and what should be the aims of

•

treatment.
The

minimize the possibility of delays in treatment, allows time where

Vision

Academy

needed for treatment approval to be obtained, and facilitates

Steering

clinic management. Patients may also benefit from being able to

Committee agreed upon a series of
fundamental principles of an antiVEGF

treatment

evidence

Planning the date of the next anti-VEGF treatment helps to

from

regimen,
the

using

literature

plan for their next injection in good time
•

of the disease and, by minimizing the need for intervening visits,

to

helps to ease the burden on clinics and patients

substantiate each point. Literature
searches were performed using the
MEDLINE/PubMed database (cut-off

A proactive treatment approach allows physicians to stay ahead

3. Titrate the treatment intervals to match patients’ needs10–15
•

date: March 2016).

The duration of VEGF suppression varies between patients and
differs between anti-VEGF agents

•

Anti-VEGF agents with greater durations of action allow for longer
extension of treatment intervals than for those with short durabilities

•

Customization of the treatment interval to the individual patient
removes the need for interim monitoring, while achieving optimal
outcomes for the patient

4. Treat at each monitoring visit
Endorsed by the Vision Academy
in September 2016.

•

Monitoring and treating within the same appointment helps to eliminate
the possibility of disease resurgence that can occur between separate
monitoring and treatment appointments

•
Full consensus

!

Variations in opinion

The number of appointments per patient is reduced, helping to ease
clinic flow and patient burden
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